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AN AMERICAN TUNE

Isidore Hochberg lost everything in the Depression. The stock market crash wiped out his electrical
appliance business. He was thousands in debt, with no way to support his wife and two children. "I found
myself broke, " he wrote. "All I had left was my pencil."

He decided to put that pencil to use. He called up a friend from high school and told him that he had
decided to quit the business world forever and become a songwriter.



That may sound like a crazy move for a man facing financial ruin. But it just so happened that the old
friend he confided in was famed lyricist Ira Gershwin, who told Hochberg it was about time he put his
poetic talents to use. Gershwin introduced him to a composer name Jay Gorney, and the two began
writing together.

Good move. Isidore Hochberg. That's the name he was born with. But he had long since Americanized it
to E.Y. Harbur. "Yip," as he was known to his friends, became one of America's greatly lyricists of the
stage and screen, perhaps best known for writing the lyrics to all the songs in the The Wizard of Oz.

It is a striking fact that the financial disaster that devastated millions opened the door to Harburg's brilliant
musical career. Even more remarkable, it also inspired one of his most powerful songs. Perhaps only a
man whose life had been turned upside down by the Depression could have written the iconic anthem
that captured its agony for all time.

"Brother, Can You Spare a Dime?"

Harburg had already written another set of lyrics for Gorney's tune, which was based on an old Russian
lullaby. Called "Big Blue Tears," the song was about a woman crying over her lost man. But the
songwriters were walking in Central Park one day when a hobo came up and said, "Buddy, can you spare
a dime?" Harburg quietly told Gorney he was going to rip up the old lyrics and write a new set.

The Greatest Music Stories Never Told by Rick Beyer
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Pulling the economy out of the shed.
 
If you’ve ever stored tools or machinery in a shed or garage for an extended period
of time, you know they often need some care and repair to function properly. The
same appears to be true of the pandemic economy.
 
Economic growth in the United States is on the rebound. The latest report shows
real gross domestic product, which is the value of all goods and services produced
in our country, was up 6.4 percent annualized during the first quarter of 2021, an
improvement from 4.3 percent in the fourth quarter of 2020. Also, pandemic
restrictions have been lifted. Americans have begun to spend more and save less,
and there is high demand for goods and services.
 
The economy appears to be primed for stronger growth, but there are some glitches
in the system – namely labor and supply chains.
 
For the second month in a row, the May U.S. employment report showed fewer jobs
gains than anticipated, although the unemployment rate dropped from 6.1 percent to
5.8 percent during the month. Then, last week, the Institute for Supply Management
(ISM) reported its Manufacturing Business Survey found new orders were up and
production was down.
 
PR Newswire reported, “Record-long lead times, wide-scale shortages of critical
basic materials, rising commodities prices, and difficulties in transporting products
are continuing to affect all segments of the manufacturing economy. Worker
absenteeism, short-term shutdowns due to part shortages, and difficulties in filling
open positions continue to be issues that limit manufacturing-growth potential.”
 
Concern about these issues may explain, in part, why U.S. stocks have been
“trading sideways” for the last few weeks. Ben Levisohn of Barron’s reported, “The



S&P 500 has gone almost nowhere since the middle of April. Yes, there have been
weekly moves of more than 1 percent, up or down – two of the former, one of the
latter – but the index itself has gained just 0.9 percent since then. Even recent daily
moves have been relatively muted.”
 
Yields on 10-year Treasuries retreated last week, which may reflect investors’
concerns about the economy, too. Rates tend to move higher as the economy
strengthens. Major U.S. stock indices moved higher.
 
(The one-year numbers in the scorecard below remain noteworthy. They reflect the
strong recovery of U.S. stocks from last year’s coronavirus downturn to the present
day.)

COME HERE RONA! HEEL, COVI! Prior to the pandemic, The Economist reported
Euromonitor anticipated, “…the number of pet cats worldwide to grow by 22 percent
between 2018 and 2024, compared with 18 percent for dogs. Cats are better suited
to apartment living than dogs, so they are more at home in the densely populated,
fast-growing cities of Asia.”
 
Then, the pandemic spurred a global pet and pet industry boom. In 2020, Americans
spent $103.6 billion on their pets, reported the American Pet Products Association:
 
·        Food and treats:                           $42.0 billion
·        Veterinarian care and products:  $31.4 billion
·        Supplies and medicines:             $22.1 billion
·        Other services:                            $8.1 billion 
 
Spending is expected to rise to $109.6 billion in 2021.
 
Some tenacious pet owners have become “petfluencers” to offset the costs of pet
ownership. They post pictures of their pets on social media. If the pet gains a
following, brands will pay for the pet to pose with products. One popular
Pomeranian, with more than 10 million followers, earned about $23,900 in 2020,
reported Inverse.com.
 
The pandemic pet boom also triggered a new naming convention: pandemic-
inspired (some wags might say uninspired) names. The most popular 2020 pet
names were mainstream choices, such as Bella, Luna, Lucy, Max, Charlie, and
Cooper. However, Covi (up 1,159 percent, possibly from zero), Rona (up 69
percent), and Corona (up 24 percent) were trending, too, per Rover.com.
 
Here’s the really important news: Dogs remain more popular than cats in the United
States. About 63 percent of American households own dogs, while just about 43
percent have cats.
 
Weekly Focus – Think About It



 
“‘Meow’ means ‘woof’ in cat.”

--George Carlin, Comedian

Best Regards,
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Registered Representatives offering securities through First Allied Securities, Inc. a Registered
Broker/Dealer Member FINRA/SIPC. Advisory services offered through First Allied Advisory Services, a
Registered Investment Advisers. First Allied entities are under separate ownership from any other named
entity.

* These views are those of Carson Coaching, and not the presenting Representative, the
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* Government bonds and Treasury Bills are guaranteed by the U.S. government as to the timely payment
of principal and interest and, if held to maturity, offer a fixed rate of return and fixed principal
value. However, the value of fund shares is not guaranteed and will fluctuate.
* Corporate bonds are considered higher risk than government bonds but normally offer a higher yield
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issuer coupon rate, price, yield, maturity, and redemption features.
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of a client’s portfolio. Unmanaged index returns do not reflect fees, expenses, or sales charges. Index
performance is not indicative of the performance of any investment. You cannot invest directly in an
index.
* The Dow Jones Global ex-U.S. Index covers approximately 95% of the market capitalization of the 45
developed and emerging countries included in the Index.
* The 10-year Treasury Note represents debt owed by the United States Treasury to the public. Since the
U.S. Government is seen as a risk-free borrower, investors use the 10-year Treasury Note as a
benchmark for the long-term bond market.
* Gold represents the afternoon gold price as reported by the London Bullion Market Association. The
gold price is set twice daily by the London Gold Fixing Company at 10:30 and 15:00 and is expressed in
U.S. dollars per fine troy ounce.
* The Bloomberg Commodity Index is designed to be a highly liquid and diversified benchmark for the
commodity futures market. The Index is composed of futures contracts on 19 physical commodities and
was launched on July 14, 1998.
* The DJ Equity All REIT Total Return Index measures the total return performance of the equity
subcategory of the Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) industry as calculated by Dow Jones.
* The Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA), commonly known as “The Dow,” is an index representing 30
stock of companies maintained and reviewed by the editors of The Wall Street Journal.
* The NASDAQ Composite is an unmanaged index of securities traded on the NASDAQ system.
* International investing involves special risks such as currency fluctuation and political instability and
may not be suitable for all investors. These risks are often heightened for investments in emerging
markets.
* Yahoo! Finance is the source for any reference to the performance of an index between two specific
periods.
* The risk of loss in trading commodities and futures can be substantial. You should therefore carefully
consider whether such trading is suitable for you in light of your financial condition. The high degree of
leverage is often obtainable in commodity trading and can work against you as well as for you. The use of
leverage can lead to large losses as well as gains.
* Opinions expressed are subject to change without notice and are not intended as investment advice or
to predict future performance.
* Economic forecasts set forth may not develop as predicted and there can be no guarantee that
strategies promoted will be successful.
* Past performance does not guarantee future results. Investing involves risk, including loss of principal.
* The foregoing information has been obtained from sources considered to be reliable, but we do not
guarantee it is accurate or complete.
* There is no guarantee a diversified portfolio will enhance overall returns or outperform a non-diversified
portfolio. Diversification does not protect against market risk.

* To unsubscribe from the "Weekly Commentary" please click here, or write us at
"service@everett-financial.com".
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